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CENTURY MUSIC
To be sure, not all discussions of musical meaning rely on the concept of expression. Wilson Coker, following certain semiologists, conveniently distinguished between two types of meaning: congeneric and extrageneric.2 The first of these refers to relationships entirely within a given medium. As applied to music, it includes the significance that each part of a composition possesses through its connections with other parts of the same composition, and the significance that inheres in the composition as a whole through its employment of a recognizable sonic vocabulary organized in an appropriate manner. Congeneric meaning thus depends on purely musical relationships: of part to part within a composition, and of the composition to others perceived to be similar to it. It embraces the familiar subjects of syntax, formal structure, and style. And in fact, when the lucubrations of the recent school of musical semiologists are shorn of their pretentious jargon, that is all they are usually discussing--syntax, form, and style (and by no means always originally or even sensibly).
What will chiefly concern us, however, is extrageneric meaning: the supposed reference of a musical work to non-musical objects, events, moods, emotions, ideas, and so on. Here, obviously, we have returned, under another name, to the realm of hermeneutics, and to the problem of musical expression. On this subject there is still wide divergence of opinion; even those who vigorously defend the concept often disagree as to its nature, its range, and its limits. Whereas the relative stability of congeneric interpretations has tempted some analysts to claim that their conclusions are objectively demonstrable, it is hard to reach any consensus about the expressive or other extrageneric significance of even the simplest composition, save perhaps in the broadest terms. Writers who are clear and precise on congeneric meaning often become very fuzzy when they turn to extrageneric, even while insisting on its importance.
Coker, for example, discusses the Funeral March from the Eroica Symphony in terms that, with very slight modification, could equally well be applied to, say, the Funeral March from Chopin's Sonata in Bb Minor:
The first part .. is dominated by an unmistakably mournful attitude, to which the second part ... contrasts a prevalent mood of comfort with an alleviation of sorrow and even moments of exultation.... The lament of the song is conveyed in gestures striving to ascend only to fall back..., as under the weight of sorrow. The tone of mourning is established by a number of effects: the very slow, fixed pace of the underlying march rhythm; the minor key and the long initial reiteration of the tonic triad... ; the prevailing lower registers ... in fairly dense sonorities;... and the suppressed dynamic levels.3
One could continue further, omitting (ws above) only the tell-tale measure numbers and remarks on instrumentation; for this account of extrageneric meaning, like many others, deals primarily in surface generalities. A slow, plodding pace; narrowly circumscribed melodies; somber-usually minor-harmonies in a low register: these are the immediately apprehensible characteristics of the musical surface that identify the typical funeral march, whether by Beethoven or by Chopin.
As the example shows, it is easy to assume that one has explained content when in fact one has only defined genre. Marches and dances, nocturnes and scherzi-the names suggest gestures, affects, or moods, to which certain musical characteristics are thought to be appropriate--usually broad features of tempo, meter, rhythm, mode, and the like. And such features in turn are, it is true, often accepted as defining basic types of expression. But generalizations are not enough; for surely, if a musical composition expresses anything at all, the importance of the expression must reside in its uniqueness to that composition, not in what the composition shares with a dozen others of the same genre. Specificity: that is what Mendelssohn was getting at in his oftquoted statement: "The thoughts which are expressed to me by music that I love are not too indefinite to be put into words, but on the contrary, too definite. No: the locus of expression in a musical composition is to be sought neither in its wider surfaces nor in its more detailed motivic contours, but in its comprehensive design, which includes all the sonic elements and relates them to one another in a significant temporal structure. In other words, extrageneric meaning can be explained only in terms of congeneric. If verbalization of true content-the specific expression uniquely embodied in a work-is possible at all, it must depend on close structural analysis.
That analysis is all most of us need, most of the time. For surely the best that can be said for the verbalization of content is what Mendelssohn went on to add, in the quoted letter: "And so I find in every effort to express such thoughts, that something is right but at the same time, that something is lacking in all of them." Nevertheless, those of us who do believe in the existence and relevance of extrageneric meaning ought to find it uncomfortable to be in the position of insisting on the validity of a concept that cannot be precisely defined, and instances of which are at best problematic. Once in a while we should try to derive from the structural analysis of a com- Normally, in music of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, promissory status is demanded, or at least requested, by a note-or more accurately, though less paronomastically, an entire chord-that has been blocked from proceeding to an indicated resolution, and whose thwarted condition is underlined both by rhythmic emphasis and by relative isolation. Rhythmic emphasis, of course, results from the stressed position of the chord within (or outside of) a phrase, from special agogic or dynamic inflection, or from a combination of those. Isolation is effected not only by the motivic detachment that often separates such a chord from its surroundings, but also by harmonic novelty. The promissory chord is promoted, so to speak, by an insurrection that tries, but fails, to turn the course of the harmony in its own new direction.
Although such chords are temporarily deprived of their expected resolutions, the result is not, properly speaking, a deceptive cadence. What makes the standard deceptive cadence work is the fact that the dominant chord is almost properly resolved; indeed, the voice-leading binds it even more tightly to its successor than in the typical authentic cadence. A promissory chord, on the other hand, is separated from what follows by a sudden switch in direction, of voice-leading as well as of harmony-and most often by a break in the rhythmic flow too. The combination of emphasis and separation draws special attention to the unresolved chord and enables it to establish its influence so powerfully that it seems to require later attention, the most obvious form of which is a prominent resolution so stated as to remind the acute listener of its connection with the promissory chord.
Closely related to the promissory situation--and, indeed, often similarly treated-is the halfcadence, usually on V/vi, that sometimes concludes the development of a Classical sonata-form movement, or the entire slow movement of a Baroque sonata or concerto. Unlike the typical promissory chord, however, which appears early in a movement or a section, the secondary dominant in this case normally appears at the end of a progression that has already clarified its syntactic function. Its resolution, supplied in advance as it were, is clearly understood and requires no later confirmation (although, At last, then, the promise of E? as a leading tone has been kept. Yet how close the music came to forestalling the fulfillment! That can be demonstrated very simply by a performance that omits the passage mm. 473-532. The result, superficially at least, is acceptable. And is there not perhaps a touch of irony in the insinuation of the problematic note once again into the descending line of mm. 51-53, immediately after the emphatic proclamation of F minor? To be sure, the note now seems docile, forming a passing and passive diminished seventh instead of a recalcitrant applied dominant. At the same time, it can be taken as a signal that the road to the final cadence is not quite clear, despite the unusually felicitous reestablishment of the tonic major.
There remain two other troubling points as well. One is the nagging doubt left by the E-major cadence in m. 33: was it a completely satisfactory tonic, or did it exude a faint dominant flavor? Did the development, in giving E its own head, perhaps encourage it to incur still further obligations? The other point looks forward to the course of the recapitulation: now that the V/vi has been satisfactorily resolved, how can it return? If it cannot, what will replace it?
What does occur, as Elizabeth Bowen says of the action of a well-constructed novel, is unforeseen in prospect yet inevitable in retrospect.9 The first phrase of the reprise is regular; it differs from its model only in a cadence that is f rather than fp. That modification permits a forte consequent that retains the lower bass register and its octave doubling-a type of instrumentation appropriate to a crucial chord: an alteration of the original IV7 into the most painful dissonance of the entire piece. For the EB has returned once more, now as an Fb that replaces the F (m. 62). This Fb, in turn, twice forces the suspended C to pass through Cb on the way to its resolution on Bb-thereby filling in the one element missing in the chromatic descent of mm. 51-55, and at the same time reversing the situation of mm. 10-12, where it was the B? that had called forth the EB.
The new combination of Fb and Cb is too strong to be resisted. The fortissimo continuation of the phrase brings them both back with a new bass, Ebb, here spelt as D?. That, of course, is none other than the dissonant tone of the old German sixth of mm. 16-17. This time, however, it is in the powerful bass position; and this time the chord insists on being treated as a dominant, thus confirming our earlier suspicions.
8I.e., from the third beat of m. 7 through the second beat of m. 9. What, then is the expressive potential of Moment musical No. 6? What kinds of human situations present themselves as congruous with its structure? An astute reader will have noticed that my analysis has not been wholly objective. I have insinuated a few leading phrases to suggest to him the kind of expression I find in the work, and to encourage him to hear it in the same way. As I apprehend the work, it dramatizes the injection of a strange, unsettling element into an otherwise peaceful situation. At first ignored or suppressed, that element persistently returns. It not only makes itself at home but even takes over the direction of events in order to reveal unsuspected possibilities. When the normal state of affairs eventually returns, the originally foreign ele-Read The Picture of Dorian Gray, or even the best of the fairy tales, The Birthday of the Infanta, with the Spirochaeta pallida in mind. In such stories, the tragic heroes are shown in the peculiar position of suffering from organic maladies . . . without, up to a point, being forced to experience the evils entailed by them. ... But in the end, in both cases, the horror breaks out: the afflicted one must recognize himself and be recognized by other people as the odious creature he is, and his disease or disability will kill him.13
It is well established now that Schubert, too, suffered from syphilis.14 The disease was probably contracted late in 1822; and although it was ameliorated by treatment, or perhaps just by time, it was, of course, in those days incurable. Did Schubert's realization of that fact, and of its implications, induce, or at least intensify, the sense of desolation, even dread, that penetrates much of his music from then on? (Our Moment musical dates from 1824.)is To be sure, a rapidly increasing emotional maturity was already in evidence-witness the contrast between the so-called "Tragic" Symphony of 1816 and the "Unfinished" (although that doom-laden score of fall, 1822, may already reflect the composer's early awareness, or suspicion, of his condition). Later on a cold wind seems to blow through even some of his sunniest or most placid movements. Listen, for example, to the Andante of the String Quartet in G, to the Adagio of the String Quintet, to the Andante molto that introduces and interrupts the finale of the Octet.
Listen, above all, to the Moment musical No. 6. Here, if anywhere, "the horror breaks out." As Shakespeare's Edgar put it:
The gods are just, and of our pleasant vices Make instruments to plague us.
Is it too fanciful to hear a similar reaction musically embodied in the tonal struc-"rM ture of the Moment musical? -, 
